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Abstract: The enlargement of the liver and spleen (hepatosplenomegaly) is a common manifestation
of Gaucher disease (GD). An accurate estimation of the liver and spleen volumes in patients with GD,
using imaging tools such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), is crucial for the baseline assessment
and monitoring of the response to treatment. A commonly used method in clinical practice to estimate
the spleen volume is the employment of a formula that uses the measurements of the craniocaudal
length, diameter, and thickness of the spleen in MRI. However, the inaccuracy of this formula is
significant, which, in turn, emphasizes the need for a more precise and reliable alternative. To this
end, we employed deep-learning techniques, to achieve a more accurate spleen segmentation and,
subsequently, calculate the resulting spleen volume with higher accuracy on a testing set cohort
of 20 patients with GD. Our results indicate that the mean error obtained using the deep-learning
approach to spleen volume estimation is 3.6 ± 2.7%, which is significantly lower than the common
formula approach, which resulted in a mean error of 13.9 ± 9.6%. These findings suggest that the
integration of deep-learning methods into the clinical routine practice for spleen volume calculation
could lead to improved diagnostic and monitoring outcomes.

Keywords: Gaucher disease; spleen volume; deep learning

1. Introduction

Gaucher disease (GD) is a hereditary lysosomal storage disorder that is character-
ized by the accumulation of glucocerebroside in various organs, such as the spleen, liver,
kidneys, lungs, brain, and bone marrow [1–4]. Common manifestations of GD include
hepatosplenomegaly, anemia, thrombocytopenia, and skeletal abnormalities. The current
therapies for GD, i.e., enzyme replacement therapy and substrate reduction therapy, can
decrease the liver and spleen enlargement, and reverse liver and spleen fatty textures, to
some extent. The therapy has shown encouraging outcomes in enhancing the quality of life
of affected individuals [5–9].

A precise estimation of the liver and spleen volumes is a crucial aspect of the base-
line assessment and monitoring of the treatment response in patients with GD. In this
regard, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a widely utilized imaging modality [10,11].
Radiologists commonly rely on a method that estimates the spleen volume from MRI
images by measuring three distances; namely, the cranio-caudal distance between the
first and last MRI slices in the axial plane where the spleen is depicted (L), the largest
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measurable long-axis diameter in the axial plane (D), and the largest perpendicular dimen-
sion to D in the axial plane (T). The formula employed to calculate the spleen volume is
(cm3) = 30 + 0.58 × L × D × T, or equivalent formulae [8–10]. In some studies, this
method has demonstrated a relatively high level of accuracy, with a mean error of 6% in
the spleen volume calculation in the testing patient cohorts, and a strong correlation of the
axial measurements with the spleen volume [12,13]. However, in other studies, especially
in cases involving individuals with splenomegaly or spleen disorders, this method has
been shown to produce relatively large errors, with a low correlation between the axial
measurements and the spleen volume [14–16], as the shape of the spleen can significantly
deviate from the formula of volume–shape approximation. Alternatively, for an accurate
spleen volume estimation, manual segmentation should be performed by a radiologist
for the spleen for each MRI slice, which has been demonstrated to be time-consuming
and labor-intensive [16–18]. Consequently, there is a pressing need for a more accurate,
consistent, and time-efficient approach to estimating liver and spleen volumes in patients
with GD.

In recent years, the use of deep-learning methods in numerous and various fields has
expanded, due to the increase in data availability, computing capability, and algorithmic
improvements [19]. “Deep learning” refers to a set of algorithms in machine learning,
based on artificial neural networks (ANNs). ANNs have been shown to exhibit superior
performance in various tasks, including image segmentation, which refers to the process of
classifying image pixel values based on their corresponding object class.

Deep learning in biomedical applications has been utilized successfully, in various
studies, for abdominal organ segmentation [15–18,20–39]. In the present study, our focus
is to employ deep-learning techniques for the precise segmentation of the spleen, and
the calculation of the spleen volume, using the MRI scans of 20 patients with GD as a
testing cohort.

We estimated the accuracy of the proposed method in comparison with the commonly
used spleen volume formula method. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time such
a comparison has been carried out for MRI scans. Additionally, while there are only a few
studies on spleen segmentation in splenomegaly cases, we further established the necessity
of applying deep-learning methods for spleen volume calculation in a patients’ group with
spleen disorders. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work applying deep-learning
methods for patients with GD. We show that the deep-learning method outperforms the
commonly used spleen volume formula, and leads to a much higher accuracy.

2. Methods
2.1. MRI Imaging

Abdominal MRI scans of 1.5 Tesla (Siemens, Munich, Germany) of 30 patients with
GD were included in the study. All patients were followed in the Gaucher Unit, Shaare
Zedek Medical Center (SZMC), and had an abdominal MRI assessment of spleen volume
performed at the Department of Radiology, SZMC, as part of clinical routine practice. The
cases included in the study were randomly selected from a cohort of 100 cases. Abdominal
MRI scans that had low-quality images due to technical issues, or that included additional
abdominal pathologies not related to GD, were excluded from the study.

Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) was utilized to extract the axial
out-of-phase T1 sequence with DICOM and TIFF image files. The MRI slice thickness was
3 mm. The boundaries of the spleen were marked on the TIFF file images by a radiology
resident (A.W.), with the help of a computer science student (M.W.). All MRI scans were
anonymized and coded prior to transferring them to the SAMPL Lab. The study was
approved by the SZMC IRB; protocol number: 0520-20-SZMC. A waiver was received for
the signing of informed consent.
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2.2. Reference Labeling and Dataset

Among the 30 patients who underwent MRI, it was determined that a total of 20 pa-
tients’ MRI scans contained all the required slices, rendering them suitable for use as the
test set. Two MRI scans had missing slices from the beginning or end of the spleen. Hence,
volume evaluation could not be performed, and these MRIs were disqualified from inclu-
sion in the testing set. In three MRIs, some of the outlined spleen slices were not accurate
enough, or there were technical coding difficulties in extracting the masks from them. This
created “sequence holes” in the scan, which could lead to an inaccurate estimation of the
spleen volume. As a result, these MRIs were also disqualified from the testing set. Five
additional MRI scans were provided at different resolutions and in different file settings to
the other MRIs. As different resolutions and file settings may affect differently the accuracy
metrics, it was decided to exclude these scans, so that the reported accuracy metric would
not be affected positively by this bias.

A manual segmentation process was employed to outline the boundaries of the spleen
in the MRI slices (see MRI imaging in the Section 2). For each slice, a pair of images was
generated; one excluded the outlined boundaries, while the other included the bound-
aries (Figure 1a,b, respectively). The boundaries were extracted from the pair of images
(Figure 1c), and filled with the label value (in this case, 1, the white color when the back-
ground is 0, the black color), to yield the mask that corresponded to the spleen in the
given slice (Figure 1d). These extracted masks served as the ground truth (GT) label for
the spleen in each slice. The original MRI slices and the corresponding spleen labels were
compiled, to create a dataset that was preprocessed prior to deep-learning modeling. The
dataset consisted of 30 MRI scans and ~30–90 MRI slices containing the spleen per patient,
resulting in a total of 1622 slices. The full scan for each patient contained ~100 slices.
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Figure 1. Example of an MRI slice (a), and the manual outline of the spleen in the purple color on
the MRI slice (b). The pure outline of the spleen is extracted and shown in (c), and the filled outline
(d) creates the mask for the spleen.

2.3. Pre-Processing

Pre-processing is a crucial stage in classical image processing that precedes the deep-
learning modeling. Its purpose is to enhance the model’s robustness to diverse inputs,
and improve the accuracy performance. In the present study, MRI scans underwent three
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pre-processing operations. Firstly, the MRI scans were standardized (via patient scan mean
subtraction and standard deviation division) and normalized (the standardized patient scan
values were transferred to be between 0 and 1), to ensure that the image tissue features were
comparable across the different MRI patient scans, and scaled consistently. Importantly,
the patient scan mean and standard deviation were calculated for the body scan regions
with the background excluded, in order to reduce the body size effect, and eliminate the
background effect. Secondly, the slices were cropped (from the bottom-right corner of the
slice, to ensure that the spleen was captured) to have a size of 256 × 256 pixels. This helped
to reduce redundant data, and enhance the modeling efficiency. Finally, the slices were
augmented (by rotations of±5 degrees, only in the training set, tripling its number of slices)
to generate more synthetic data, which has been demonstrated to improve accuracy, and
mitigate overfitting [40].

2.4. Deep-Learning Modeling for Automated Segmentation

The pre-processed dataset was utilized to train a deep-learning model, with the spleen
masks as the target. A total of 30 patient scans were used, with one patient scan excluded at
a time for the testing set, while the remaining patient scans were used for training, utilizing
a leave-one-out cross-validation scheme (see also the Section 2.5 below). The learning rate
was optimized against the training dataset using 5-fold cross-validation. It is important to
note that image augmentation was only applied to the training set.

A 2D U-Net model was employed for the segmentation, as U-Net-based models have
been shown to outperform other models in various biomedical applications [41]. Our 2D
U-Net consists of an encoder (image feature extraction) that down-samples the input image
three times via a pooling operation, and a decoder (connecting the extracted image features)
that up-samples the extracted image features, and yields the original size of the image. The
model also has skip connections between matched encoder–decoder layers that make the
modeling more robust, and lead to a higher accuracy. We used the Segmentation Models
package 0.3.1 [42] in Pytorch 1.10.0 [43], with U-Net architecture and the resnet34 encoder.
The encoder consists of four layers, and each layer is composed of a set of convolutions,
batch normalization, and activation operations.

2.5. Testing Dataset

In order to evaluate the performance of the model on the testing set, we conducted a
leave-one-out cross validation scheme on all 30 patients. Through this scheme, we trained
the model 30 times. In the first iteration, the first patient was left out of the testing, and the
remaining 29 patients were used for training. In the next iteration, the second patient was
left out of the testing, and the remaining 29 patients were used for training, and so on, until
all 30 patients had been used for testing. Practically, only 20 of the patients had full spleen
slice GTs that were accurately detected and segmented during the preparation of the GT.
Therefore, we applied the leave-one-out cross validation scheme on all 30 patients, but the
reported results are solely for the 20 patients that constituted our testing dataset.

2.6. Post-Processing

Post-processing (PP) pipelines are an essential part of the deep-learning pipeline,
to correct inaccurate model predictions (MP). In this study, we integrated several PP
algorithmic steps into our pipeline. The first step involved filling holes in the MP segments
that contained holes. The second step was connected component analysis. This operation
enables the detection and labeling of all segments predicted by the model for a given slice as
different components. The third step was the component size evaluation from the previous
step. This operation enabled us to keep the most probable segment, which was the largest
component (in pixel area) in the given slice (which should be associated with the spleen),
and to remove noisy and inaccurate predictions (usually small-pixel-area components).
The PP pipeline ensured the correct segmentation of the spleen, leading to a more precise
volume calculation. Importantly, in this study, most of the MP slices were valid, and the PP
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did not have any effect on it, as in Figure 2a,b. Figure 2c shows an example in which the
MP had a hole, and the hole-filling PP step corrected it. Figure 2d–f shows a case of MP
artifacts, and the PP steps of connected component analysis and component size evaluation
remove the MP artifacts. In this manuscript, we refer to MP as the MP (+PP) pipeline.
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2.7. Spleen Volume Calculation

The spleen volume calculation is performed as follows. For each slice, the area of the
spleen is calculated by summing the pixels associated with the spleen, and multiplying the
result by the pixel size conversion factor. This gives the area of the spleen in the given slice.
Then, the areas of all the slices are summed to yield the total volume of the spleen. For
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accurate summation, a trapezoid integration method is applied to integrate the areas with
respect to the depth–size factor, which can be obtained from the DICOM file of each slice.

2.8. Full-Scan Spleen Volume Calculation

At the beginning and end of an MRI scan, the spleen is not presented. When a deep-
learning model is applied to a slice where the spleen is not presented, ideally, it returns zero
values for all pixels, signifying the absence of spleen detection. However, it is noteworthy
that the model can predict artifacts in empty slices. That may decrease the accuracy of
the calculated spleen volume, especially when the number of slices in which spleen in not
presented can be large (more than 50% of the MRI scan). In order to improve the model
performance, the region to which the spleen is confined (the perpendicular axis to the
plane of the slices in the scanning direction), should be detected. Subsequently, the slices in
which the model predicts artifacts outside of the confined region of the spleen should be
nullified. One approach to this is to calculate the area of the predicted segment in each slice
(slice plane). This returns a profile of the slices area as a function of the scanning direction.
The ideal shape of such a profile starts with the line at the zero value (indicating spleen
absence), then, when the spleen is detected, the value increases, up to a maximum value
(when the spleen within a given slice is largest), and then decreases again, until there is no
spleen, and ends with a line of zero values (spleen absence). Practically, in the zero-value
lines, outside of the confined region of the spleen, some noise appears, due to the model
artifact predictions. Moving from the maximum value on the profile to the right/left of
the scanning direction will result in the first zero prediction. Then, from that point to the
right/left, all the slices for which the model predicts artifacts should be nullified. This
approach may be problematic if the first zero occurs far from the true confined region of
the spleen. Alternatively, the edges of the region where the spleen is confined (the spleen is
small there) can be detected via low-value thresholding on the area profile. This yields a set
of slice indices corresponding to the locations of the right and left boundaries of the spleen
in the scanning direction. Clustering these indices into two clusters yields two indices,
corresponding to the right and left boundaries of the spleen, and representing the confined
region of the spleen. Then, all the slices outside of the confined region should be nullified.
We applied this approach in this study.

2.9. Dice Coefficient

In addition to the spleen volume calculation, we also calculated an accuracy metric
known as the DC. The DC provides an indication of the overlap between the GT spleen
segments and the MP segments, and is given by:

2|GT∩MP|
(|GT|+|MP|) . (1)

When the Dice coefficient equals 1, it represents the best matching between the GT
and MP, which means that the model has succeeded in accurately segmenting the spleen,
and when the Dice coefficient equals 0, it means there is no matching at all between the GT
and MP, and indicates a low model performance.

2.10. Software

All the code used in this study was implemented using Python 3 [44]. In addition to
the default Python packages, several external libraries and packages were used, including
PyTorch 1.10.0 [43] and Pytorch Segmentation Models 0.3.1 [42] for the deep-learning mod-
eling, OpenCV 4.6.0 [45], SciPy.ndimage 1.9.1 [46], and scikit-image 0.19.2 [47] for image
processing and manipulation, PIL 9.2.0 [48] and celluloid 0.2.0 [49] for the visualization of
video, and Pydicom 2.3.1 for reading the DICOM files and obtaining the necessary patient
field data [50].
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3. Results
3.1. Modeling Pipeline

Our modeling pipeline consists of pre-processing the MRI scans [51], inputting them
into a deep-learning model that outputs the segmented spleen in each slice, and post-
processing (PP) steps to correct inaccurate predictions [52] (Figure 3). The various steps are
described in detail in the Section 2. Finally, the area of the spleen is calculated for each slice
via pixel summation, followed by the integration of the areas, to yield the spleen volume
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the algorithmic pipeline applied to the spleen volume calculation
for the patient MRI scan, as explained in Sections 2 and 3.1. The pipeline is composed of four steps:
I. pre-processing the input MRI scan, II. the deep-learning segmentation of the spleen, III. the post-
processing pipeline to correct MP slices that contain artifacts, and IV. the spleen volume calculation
from the spleen MP slices.
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3.2. Model Accuracy

In order to quantify the accuracy of the model, ground truth (GT) segmentation of
the spleen was performed by a radiologist, and was compared to that obtained via the
deep-learning model. We used the Dice coefficient (DC, see the relevant part in Methods for
the definition of the DC) to indicate the amount of overlap between the GT and model seg-
mentation. For a perfect segmentation, when the GT exactly matches the model prediction,
a value of 100% is obtained. In the opposite case, for a completely inaccurate segmentation,
where there is no overlap at all, a value of 0% is obtained. Values that are closer to 100%
indicate a high accuracy performance of the model. The DC for the 20-patient testing set
cohort was almost perfect (Table 1).

Table 1. Dice coefficient (DC) for the 20-patient testing set cohort.

DC [%]

Mean 94.1

Standard deviation 1.9

Range 89.6–96.8

3.3. Spleen Volume Calculation

Table 2 and Figure 4 present the results of the spleen volume error with respect to the
GT volumes for the two methods: the commonly used method for spleen volume estimation
by radiologists (spleen volume formula), and the model prediction (MP) method. We also
calculated the spleen volume, using the MP method, for the full MRI scan (MP-FS), where
the spleen is not presented at the beginning and the end of the scan.
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Figure 4. Spleen volume errors, with respect to the ground truth volumes. Upper panel: box plots for
the formula, MP, and MP-FS methods. The box boundaries are the first quartile (Q1) and the third
quartile (Q3) of the data, with the orange line representing the median. The green triangle is the
average, and the whiskers extend from the box by 1.5×, the inter-quartile range (IQR: Q3–Q1). The
outlier points are those past the end of the whiskers. Bottom panel: the spleen volume error for each
patient, obtained using the formula, MP, and MP-FS methods. Clearly, the MP techniques outperform
the traditional formula.
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Table 2. Relative error in the spleen volume calculation, with respect to the ground truth volume, for
the 20-patient testing set cohort.

Formula [%] Model Prediction [%] Model Prediction—Full Scan [%]

Mean 13.9 3.6 4.9

Standard deviation 9.6 2.7 3.9

Range 2.2–41.2 0.12–8.91 0.39–14.5

The results show that the MP yielded a mean relative error that was much smaller than
the mean relative error obtained via the formula method. The standard deviation error was
also smaller using the MP method. For two patients (numbers 10 and 11, Figure 4), where
the GT volume was the smallest, and less than 350 cm3 (while all the other volumes were
in the range of 450 cm3–2470 cm3), the error in the volume calculation using the formula
method was relatively larger, more than 34%, while the error was much smaller—at most,
3.6%—using the MP methods. This suggests that the MP method is also valid for the
smaller spleen volumes. Even after excluding these patients, the mean relative error was
still large for the formula method, at 11.2%, compared to the MP method, demonstrating
the advantages and consistency of the deep-learning-method predictions.

4. Discussion

According to the results presented in the review by Lenchik et al. [39], most of the stud-
ies of abdominal organ segmentation in radiology images were performed using CT (57%),
and fewer using MRI scans (41%). The most segmented organs were the prostate, liver, and
kidneys. The spleen ranked only in fourth place. In [39], most automated techniques were
atlas-based (first place), followed by deformable and deep-learning models (second place).
In a recent review [18] that compares the most segmented organs (the liver, kidneys, and
spleen) using deep-learning methods, the spleen is the least segmented organ. In addition,
there are far fewer studies about deep-learning segmentation in splenomegaly [15,25–29,32],
and only a few of them using MRI [26,27].

A variety of deep-learning algorithms have been applied for spleen segmentation,
including 2D and 3D U-Net based models, some of which combine a post-processing
pipeline [15–17,20,22,23,25,26,28,29,32–38]. More advanced methods include the use of
transformers [24,31]. In addition, researchers even designed a deep-learning neural network
especially for spleen segmentation [27,30]. Most of the studies were carried out using
CT [15–17,20,22–25,28,29,31,32,34,35,37], and the accuracy (DC) obtained in these studies
was mostly > 95.0%. When compared to MRI studies [24,26,27,33,34,36,38], it was found
that MRI in general is less accurate, and the top-range accuracy is mostly around 94%.

Our study is the first one that uses deep learning to calculate the spleen volume using
MRI of patients with GD. As the spleen size varies between patients with GD, and changes
with treatment, a reliable prediction model that is accurate both for a smaller and larger
spleen is important. In addition, this is the first time that deep-learning spleen volumes are
compared to those obtained using the formula in an MRI study. The deep-learning methods
resulted in a significantly lower relative error and standard deviation in the prediction of
spleen volume, compared to the commonly used formula.

An accurate spleen volume calculation may also serve as an accurate diagnostic tool.
This is very important in the early stages of the disease. According to Simon et al. [53], the
first symptoms of the disease occur before 10 years of age in at least 50% of the patients. An
early diagnosis of the disease is effective in stopping the disease progression, leads to the
regression of abnormalities, prevents irreversible bone deformities, and improves quality
of life.

We aim to deploy the deep-learning pipeline for in-house use, for fast and accurate
spleen volume estimation. Through this, and the high accuracy obtained, we will also
be able to track spleen volume changes in patients with GD. We do not expect the model
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to be generalized to MRI scans that come from different scanners or apparatuses [36,37].
In addition, it was shown in [37] that deep-learning models that are customized for in-
house applications yield a much better performance than models that are trained on many
different datasets, and used on other datasets for segmentation.

Finally, the model prediction method for the full MRI scan (MP-FS), where the spleen
is not presented at the beginning and end of the scan, may serve as a true indication of the
MP’s performance. Only in one patient (number 13, Figure 4) the error is larger than that of
the formula method. Overall, the average error is low, at 4.9%, with a standard deviation of
3.9%, and it still outperformed the formula method.

5. Conclusions

The proposed method has the potential to be applied and utilized by physicians
for the accurate diagnosis of spleen disorders, and to monitor the response to treatment.
Furthermore, the results of this study demonstrate the potential of deep-learning methods
in accurate and efficient spleen segmentation and volume calculation in Gaucher patients.
While the development of the deep-learning model and algorithmic solution may require
significant time and labor, the automatic and efficient nature of the method makes it a
valuable tool for clinical routine and in-house applications. However, it is important to
note that these methods need to be updated and re-trained, to account for changes in MRI
data, and to work with different MRI machines.
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